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ABSTRACT
Despite the explosive growth ofelectronic commerce and the rapid increasing number of
customer who use interactive multimedia, such as the World Wide Web for purchase
information search andonline shopping, very little is known about how customers make
purchase decision in such settings. Thus, in the rush to open their website, e-commerce
sites too often fail to support consumer decision making and search, resulting in a loss of
sales and the loss of loyal customers. To overcome this weakness in the traditional e-
commerce website, this project reviews the open problems that e-commerce website
poses to the framework and to existing search engine technology for online shopping.
Besides that, this research also involves design of the methodology for the development
in supporting decision support making systems. Generally, the development of this e-
commerce site showed that, the traditional e-commerce applications do need to be
improving by integrating anappropriate decision making system byusing an Intelligent
Agent to aid the customers in their purchase decision-making process. Scope of study
will focus into Business-to-Customer (B2C) models. In depth research will be
conducted: survey, interviews, self-assessment, and online researches and from other
written materials. The result can be determine when the developed e-commerce site used
extensively onthe Web, that perform tasks such as retrieving and delivering information
and automating repetitive tasks bythedeveloping Intelligent Agent software or services.
It also used as tools to track Webbehaviorwhich they can even "watch" as user's surfing
site and recordhow often they visit certain sites. Later, they can be used to automatically
download the favorite sites, let them know when their favorite site has been updated, and
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1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY
" The title of the project is Intelligent Agent to support decision making on e-
commerce ". The anticipated outcome of this project is a methodology orprocess
on Decision Making into e-commerce system development Another outcome will
be ane-commerce website being developed using a methodology with integration
oftheapplication Intelligent Agent.
The rapid expansion of the Internet is enable electronic commerce to become an
important means for offering customers a simple way to select and purchase
products. Over halfof today's 80 million web uses shop for a product online and
business to business purchasing is expected to rapidly eclipse that level. However,
in the rush to provide online presence, many e-commerce sites have been built
quickly, with little infrastructure and capabilities of itsown features which needed
to run such an e-business.
One important issue in electronic commerce online shopping, which encompasses
the problem of examining the available products and comparing them in order to
select those satisfying customers' needs. A major problem associated with
electronic shopping is the cost and time spent to find some relevant information
aboutproducts andservices. In fact, a customer visiting an electronic storeoften
faces considerably difficulty in finding the product that he/she most desires also
because of the fact that there is no assistance in this selection phase.
The users approaching the online shopping environment have different ways to
access the big amount of available and, mostly unknown, information, which are
related to the purpose of their search. The most immediate way is to navigate
directly through the website by means ofa chain links found in the pages; in this
way, a formal expression of information needs is not necessary. However, when
some specific information is searched, this point-and-click access paradigm is
unpractical, and the effectiveness of the result strongly depends on the starting
page.
For example, as we all know only too well, browsing, searching and buying via
online web catalogs can be a time consuming, frustrating task. Boston Consulting
Group Matrix (BCG), for example reports that over 80% if web shoppers have at
some point left the e-commerce website findings what they want adthat 23% ofal
attempted e-shopping transaction end in failure.
To date, we know that the process of findings information via search functions
provided is simply too complicated for internet-nalfve people to use without very
high levels if support. And some users who claim to surfon a regular basic are
still having problem using search engine. For example, Neilson gave users the
task:
You have the following pets:
• Cats
• Dogs
Find information about your pets.
Almost all users enter the query 'cats AND dogs'. They typically find nothing,
since the site does not include pages that mentioned both animals. Upon
encountering a "no hits found" message, the vest majority of users concluded that
there was no information available about these and departed form the site. In
short, it hinders the customer purchase decision making in the online shipping
environment.
As a result, the definition of systems that help users to access information relevant
to their needs is a very important research field. The activity of these systems is
based on the solution of decision making problem: how to identify the items that
corresponds to the user's information preferences?
Thus, the development of tools (interactive decision making aid agents/consumers
decision support system) that assists customers in making their purchase decisions
by customizing the electronic shopping environment to user's individual
preferences is desirable for both customer and vendors. The availability of a
customer preferences model allow both dynamically configure the website to
make the customer's search easier and increase the probability of the customer in
undertaking a commercial transaction.
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
1.2.1 Problem Identification
The main problems that have been identified are as following:
Available search engine provided by current online shopping application
isnot effective enough to aidincustomerpurchase decisions.
Consumer behavior theory indicates that users will spend substantial time
searching and comparing products. To facilitate this effort, just as good
human sales representative, the search should culminate in what the user
wants and not confounded by how they said it. However, current search
technologies available are almost exclusively keyword matching, which
means the given search will only match on exactly what is typed and not
whatwas meant. Thus, results in ineffective search results, which might be
furthermisleadthe customerinto a low qualitypurchasedecision.
There are limited numbers ofappropriate tools/functions in the current e-
commerce website that help the customers in their purchase decision
makingprocess.
Findings results showed that current e-commerce website only provided
the customers with the basic search technology and simple product
comparison functions to them in their online shopping process. Current
tools provided is not sufficient enough to help the customers to decide
which products options that best suit their preferences, as there is no
comparison and analysis havebeen done on those products that have been
listed in the customer's search scope.
Increasing number online browser butnotonline consumer.
Online browser here refers to those customers who just browsing for
products information through the online shopping website but buy the
product offline. This decrease probability of the customers in undertaking
a commercial transaction had also proven that the currentonline shopping
sites are not capable of supporting the customer's decision making
process(although the security issue might contribute to the decreasing
statistic too).
No any active agents to help the users while browsing the web.
User sometimes did not get the enough information when they serve the
net because of the limitation of the site services. Some troublesome may
occurred during the surfing when caused the user have to browse another
site which related the current site that they currently serve. Some of them
have to memorize the desired site for future use. They have to spend more
time on this surfing because they have to open another of new window
that link to original site. The sites also do not only contain information
relevant to the users care, but also all the other activities of the agent, that
is would be unwilling to make available to other parties, the actual
management of community care has remained primarily outside the role of
current systems (sites).
1.2.2 Significance of project
The incredible idea of exponential growth for things Internet seems almost like
old hat these days, and according to the December, 11 Internet Daily, exponential
growth is now spreading to e-commerce.
Figure 1.2.2.1 E-Commerce Trend intheFuture
A survey done by IntelliQuest, cited in the November 2003. The study found of
10,000 Internet users surveyed, 81% intend to shop or buy online during the next
year, 63% have already shopped online, and 22 percent have made purchase
online within the past three months. And there will be more: "Overall there are
three to five times more people intending to shop or buy than are currently
shopping," e-Marketer says.
According to the surveys mentioned above, we can conclude that the traditional
store-front business is going to be replaced bythe online shopping business inthe
near future. Thus, the online shopping experienced and the customers online
purchase behavior and decision becomes relatively important factors that will
contribute to the success of one e-commerce business.
The following figure shows the result of a research done by XtraMSN on what
customers seek for in online shopping environment.
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Figure 1.2.2.2 Statistic On What Customer Seeks For In Online Shopping
Environment
Out of 12 attributes are the customer seeks for in online shopping environment,
there are 4 attributes (can research before buying, can see description of products,
easy to compare price, easy to compare product, prompt to another related
website), which are related in contributing to customer's buying decision. This
shows the importance ofbuying decision making in online shopping environment.
With the technology available, it is possible to improve the customer's decision
making process in online shopping environment. For this reason, this project
focuses on the online decision making process and aim to produce an appropriate
decision support system to be integrated into the current traditional online
shopping website. This will help in improving customer's decision-making
process, as well as reduce the frustrating and time-consuming product comparison
process. As result, it will further improve the online shopping experience, which
will further guarantee the success of the transformation of the traditional business
into the electronic business.
13 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
1.3.1 Objectives
The main objectives of this project are as following:
• To develop a simulation of working prototype of online consumer's
decision support system.
• To enhance the customer's online shopping experience by provide the
customer a tool to improve the purchase decision-making quality.
• Todevelop the most important assistance on e-commerce which known as
an Intelligent Agent.
1.3.2 Scope of Study
This project covers a research process that involves analysis and studies activities
on the current online shopping website and the current available technology that
aid in the customer's purchase decision making process.
The project is not focused entirely on the research area, but as well to design and
develop a working prototype of a online decision support system for online
shopping application basedon the result of analysis.
There is no formal testing involved in this project, but there are a few informal
testing by group of predefined users to ensure that the prototype functions as
required. Besides that, there is also a simple user acceptance testing (UAT) to
ensure the system meets one of its objective, which is to enhance the online
shopping experience.
The detailed framework of the project will be further discussed in Chapter 5
Result and Discussion.
1.3.3 Relevancy of Project
Todetermine the relevancy of the proposed project, let's first review the role within
the e-commerce. Basically, e-commerce transaction has two roles: seller and
consumer. Each ofthese roles has itsown agenda. This project isonly to focus on the
consumer's role.
Consumer expects three important features from a typical transaction: (1) they
want to makethe decision to purchase something, (2) they want to effectpayment
for their purchase and (3) they want to assume ownership of what they purchased.
Anything mat interferes with these three components isgoing tobother the consumer.
Note thattheconsumer's decision to purchase something is our main concern in this
project. Consumers request to find what they want, evaluate tiieir budget, evaluate
the product, etc.
As the proposed consumer's decision support system will provide with the
product representation, the product comparison and analysis and finally the best
recommendation of purchase, it is relevant in supporting the consumer's expectation
of the e-commerce role to enable them to make the decision to purchase
something.
Besides that, the reader may also refer to the result of the questionnaire attached
in the appendix to determine the relevancy andthe significant of this project(refer
to Appendix I). The analysis on the questionnaire showed that the users are
looking forward for a tool that is able to further aid their purchase decision
making in the online shoppingenvironment.
1.3.4 Feasibility of Project within Scope andTimeFrame
13.4.1 Technical Feasibility
The decision to develop this consumer's decision support system is
practical as the author is capable to design and build the solution. Besides that
range of theproject
technical complexity is reduced since the author will make use ofthe reusable
components from her previous project for the construction ofmis proposed
system.
1.3.4.2 Operational Feasibility
The proposed system aims at eliminate the problems face by the current online
shopping application (refer to Section 1.2. 1). Besides that, the
questionnaire results also showed that many users support the proposed
system to be implemented in the current online shopping environment to
fiirther improve thecustomers' buying decision-making process.
13.43 Economic Feasibility
The proposed system is foreseen to help improve e-commerce transactions
in long run. Besides that, as the proposed system is just a working
prototype, the author and the university's available software and hardware is
sufficient enough tosupport the development ofthe proposed system, thus no
additional cost is involved in the developmentofthis system.
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13.4.4 Schedule Feasibility
The author is given fourteen weeks tocomplete this project Due tothe time
constraint, only a prototype version of the proposed system will be
developed and only informal testing activities will becarried out.
Anyhow, the prototype version of the system will still represents
mostly of the basic function of decision support system as well as
agents tools to assist the users in using this website.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND/OR THEORY
2.1 E-COMMERCE CONCEPT
Electronic Commerce (e-commerce) in general refers to any form of business
transaction or information exchange with the use of Internet; using information and
communication technologies (ICTs). Laudon and Traver (2001) [4] are more definite;
"More specifically, we focus on digitally enabled and commercial transaction between













Referring to the above statements, E-commerce is a subset of business, where products
and services are advertised, bought and sold between customers and companies overthe
internet. Many businesses have become extremely profitable through online sales; Dell
Computers is a prime example. Small companies and even individuals can also market
their products or services on a worldwide basic through E-commerce. Large companies
can reduce sales and stocking cost by selling online.
When implementing anE-business project, all the process and itsstructure are required to
ensure the project will be successful. Later on, a failure project management case will be
discussed to strengthen theneeds to have a well-developed DSS methodology to maintain
the project development integrity for any IT discipline.
Bhanu Prasad says that "E-commerce is the use of computing and communication
technologies in commerce between some or all parts of a business and its customers. AI
techniques are extensively used in the development of e-commerce systems also. The
field of e-commerce can be classified as B2C e-commerce and B2B e-commerce, in
terms of AI techniques involved in this field. In this paper, we present some important AI
techniques that are useful in the design and development of e-commerce systems."
2.2 INTELLIGENT AGENTS
Intelligent Agent technology has evolved to become a promising technology used in
aiding organizational decision making and information processing. Hence, a growing
literature has appeared, although with limited focus on actual development for business
applications.
An intelligent agent (IA) is a self-contained, autonomous software module that could
perform certain taskson behalfof its users. It couldalso interact withother intelligent
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agents and or human in performing its task(s). There is now growing interest in using
intelligent software agent for a variety of tasks in diverse range of applications: personal
assistants, intelligent user interfaces, managing electronic mail, navigating and retrieving
information from the Internet and databases, scheduling meetings and manufacturing
operations, electronic business, online shopping, negotiating for resources, decision
making, design and telecommunications. This paper gives a brief introduction to
intelligent agents and their classification, outlines applications of intelligent agents onthe
Internet and Web and highlights their prospects.
San Murugesan, saidthat Intelligent agent (IA) is a self-contained, autonomous software
module that could perform certain tasks on behalf of its users. It could also interact with
other intelligent agents and/or human in performing its task(s). It is claimed as an
important andexciting newparadigm in software to emerge in the 1990s and is currently
a very popular areaof investigation anddevelopment. Theadvent andwidespread use of
the Internet, Intranets and extranets and Web have opened vast opportunities for
intelligent agents and, hence, industry academia and media are now showing great
interest in development and applications of intelligent agents. Intelligent agents are
currently used for a variety of tasks in diverse range of applications: personal assistants,
intelligent user interfaces, managing electronic mail, navigating and retrieving
information from the Internet and databases, scheduling meetings and manufacturing
operations, electronic business, online shopping, negotiating for resources (p.97).
As Nwana (1996) notes software (intelligent) agent is now used as an umbrella term,
meta-term or a class to represent a range of software with different characteristics and
abilities. And hence, there are many definitions of an agent.
• Maes, (1995) points out "Autonomous Agents are computational systems
that inhabit some complex dynamic environment sense and act
autonomously in this
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environment, andby doing so realize a serof goals or tasks which they are
designed." (p.1081).
• "Intelligent Agents are software entities that carry out some set of
operation on behalf of a user or another program with some degree of
independence or autonomy, and in so doing, employ some knowledge or
representation of the user's goals and desires. It can describe, in terms of
three dimensions of agency (degree of autonomy and authority),
intelligence (degree of reasoning and learned behavior) and mobility
(degreeto which agent themselves travelsthrough a network).
Another perception was by Prof. Jean-Michel SAHUT [9] which explained intelligent
agent is the software, which differs from the traditional one as it is personalized,
permanently running and semi-autonomous. Intelligent agent is personalized as it is able
to adjust performance and range of services to user requirements. Intelligent agent runs
permanently awaitingthe orders given by users. It is sufficiently autonomous to carry out
specified taskswith littleor no human supervision. Nowadays, thereare three basic types
of agentsexistingon the e-commerce market: shopping, pricing, auctioning robots.
• Shopping Robot
Software agent serving buyers. It is able to query multiple servers on the
network (on behalf of the user) to gather information about prices and
other service characteristics, like service quality and expected waiting
time. Buyers delegate to agents the responsibility for searching, selecting
on the basis of defined criteria and presenting available offer. In some
cases agents can be empowered to purchase requested services and
negotiate its price. As the question ifan agent should be able to make final
agreements or not is pertaining to certain security problems.
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Pricing Robot (pricebot)
Software agent attachedto a seller and having the ability to dynamically
changethe price ofproduct or service to maximize the provider's expected
profit. The main task ofpricing robot is to browsepermanentiy the
websites of competing sellers and relevantly change prices ofproducts.
Thank to this software vendors can apply more sophisticated pricing
strategies, such as dynamic pricing.The market exampleofa pricebot is
Books.com. It queries the catalogues of three big online booksellers in the
US: Amazon, Borders.com and BarnesandNoble.com and slightly
undercuts the lowest of them.
• Auctioning Robot
Software serving both, buyers or sellers. They participate in auctions on
behalf of their users negotiating the most convenient price subject to a set
user-specified constraints. The constraints relate to such parameters as:
initial asking price, the lowest or highest acceptable price, a date by which
to complete the transaction and how to change the price over time. Kasbah
is a very popular auctioning bot. Here, the user creates an agent, gives it
some directions and sends it off on the centralized marketplace. Another
example is AuctionBot, which is more sophisticated as it enables users to
create a new auction defining its type and specifying all parameters, such
as number of sellers permitted or method for resolving bidding ties.
2.3 CURRENT AVAILABLE DECISION AIDING AGENT IN E-COMMERCE
In online shopping sites, consumers have decision to work out and tasks to
perform that require the support of a DSS. The following table summarizes the
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characteristics of current available DSS in online shopping environment, as well as a DSS
modeled by the user preferences, which is an enhancement fromthe availableDSS.
The current e-commerce applications tend to use the off-shelf general purpose software to
set up the shopping pages and the simplest keyword-based search and browse
technologies. These sites are "user-pull" based and cost very little to construct. Generally,
they are executed to address web presence issues, and they offer little in the way of
helping the consumer with anything but information access and the barest minimum of
purchasing decisions functionality.
The next level is the DSS modeled by the user preferences, which is a series of effort that
better understand consumer mental processes and steps during a transaction and to offer
numerous default settings and templates to help with the better structured steps.
17
Table 2.3.1 Comparison ofAvailable and User Preferred DSS that make take Supporting







• All purpose web server & search tools useful for any domain
(not just shopping)
Prime Features:




• Turn key solutions offered by many vendors but many






• Mental model ofconsumer
• Guided choices
Prime Features:
• Shopping site datastructure and web serverapplications
• More intelligent keywords Search
• Products comparison and analysis (generated graph to assist
comparison).
Cost & Effort:
• Focus on catalog content integrationand numerous GUI issues




The process of developing this consumers decision support system for the online
shopping website, involved the design and development for a few components. Due to

























1. Preliminary Study & Analysis
a) Tasks/Activities
• Determine the feasibility of the proposed project.
• Review samples of similar system and study the design of the system as
guideline of the development of proposedsystem.
• Get consultation from university's supervisor and training host company's
supervisor regarding to the project topic chosen.
• Gather information on decision support system.
• Define basic system flow, scope as well as objectives of project.
b) Methods
Interview session with experiences personnel in the DSS field.
Surfing internet for extra information.
Readings on journal or references with related topics.
Questionnaire analysis.
2. Database design & Construction
a) Tasks/Activities
• Review the functionality and capability of Microsoft SQL Server.
• Plan objects and attributes to be used in the system.
• Design basic database structure and relationship.
• Review on web data mining and data warehouse topic.
• Construction of database.
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b) Methods
Readings on references book about SQL and web data mining (XML on e-
commerce application).
Surfing internet
Use of Microsoft SQL Server
SQL queries.
3. Common Online Shopping Function Design & Construction
a) Tasks/Activities
• Review available online shopping website
• Design flow and available function for system.
• Design website interface
• Modification of existing components to best suit proposed system needs.
• Coding and construction offunctional online shopping website.
b) Methods
• Collect useful code from previous project and internet.
• Internet surfing.
• Use Macromedia Dreamweaver.
4. DSS Design & Construction
a) Tasks/Activities
• Review available DSS structure
• Research on consumer's online decision-making process.
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Design decision-making process flow of the system.
Integrate XML package to enable graph generation.




• Readingson journals and references books.
• Macromedia Dreamweaver, XML, Microsoft SQL.




• Conduct initial functionality test on each sub-components.
• Conduct usability test on each sub-components.
• Prepare test cases and documents test result.
• Integratesub-components to formthe final system.
b) Methods
Macromedia Dreamweaver, XML, Microsoft SQL server
A few fellow students will be selected to participate in the testing
activities and feedback will be documented.
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6. Testing & Debugging
a) Tasks/ Activities
• Prepare test cases and documents test result.
• Test the system as a whole.
• Conduct user acceptance testing (UAT).
If there is error found, modification and changes will be made and the system will
be tested again.
b) Methods
Macromedia Dreamweaver, XML, Microsoft SQL server.
A few fellow students will be selected to participate in the testing




• Prepare installation and migration document.





3.2 METHODOLOGY FOR DSS DEVELOPMENT
The following figure shows the decision-making method that was developed by Charles
Kepner and Benjamin Tregore. This model helps focus attention on critical issues and get
to the crux of the matter without wasted effort. Besides that, its concept can help DSS
developers in two ways: a) to see where computer can fit into the decision making
process, and b) to outline a method computer can use to take over some of the decision
making tasks. Thus, I have chosen the Kepner-Tregore decision-making method (K-T
method to serve as the basic methodology blueprint for the design and development of
the proposed DSS. However, a few phases from the original K-T method will be ignore

















Note: Shaded are not
involved in the proposed
DSS development
Figure 3.2.1 Graphical Reprentative of Kepner-Tregore Method
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1. State Purpose of Decision
In the online shopping environment, we assume that the users' purpose of
decision is to search for appropriate product information to assist them in the
purchasing activity.
2. Establish Objectives
In this phase, the system will request the users to enter their purchase preferences.
For example, product brand, product size, product capacity. Note that this is only
apply to the DSS prototype that to be developed. As for the real system, the user
preferences and buying pattern can be obtained through the data ware housing and
data mining techniques.
3. Classify by Important
In this phase, the user will be required to set their priority for their preferences.
4. Generate Alternatives
The system will compare the users entered preferences or find another
information thatrelated to theircurrent preferences which available in the product
information database.
5. Evaluate Alternatives vs. Objectives
Upon listing down search or related new prompt window, the system will help the
user by giving extra information by new link page that related to their findings.
The system will allows user to get to the new link if they wish to get more
information and also some of the prompt window give best options and choices
based on their searching products.
26
6. Make Final Choice
The system will recommend the user with the best option that was identified by
the system. But the final choice is still in the users hand as the system will only
act as recommendation agent intheonline consumer decision-making process.
3.3 TOOLS
Below are the tools that are used through the development ofthe proposed system:
1) Managerial / Documentation Purpose Tools
• MicrosoftProject
Used for development schedule planning, resource allocation as well as
tasks identification.
• Microsoft Visio
Used to integrate professional system diagram, such as the data flow
diagram, ERD Diagram, class diagram and etc.
• Microsoft Word andExcel
Used for report, documentation and user manual editing and preparation.
• MicrosoftPowerPoint




As the system is developing using XML/PHP/HTML, a server is needed to
run the codes.
XML/PHP/HTML
The programming languages that is used todevelop the proposed system.
Macromedia Dreamweaver
This is software is used to aid the programming activities as well as to
design the use interface of the system.
Macromedia Fireworks
This software is used for pictures and image editing.
MicrosoftSQLServer





Basically, the progress ofthe project is quite smooth. Based on the information gathered
during the analysis phase and guidance given by several experiences personnel, the
author has come out with the blueprint of the proposed system. Besides that, the
knowledge learned from the literature work has been incorporated into the design as well
as the development of the system.
The following section will present the discussion as well as the result obtained from the
project work as outlined in each major phase ofthe development model (refer to Figure
3.1.1).
4.2 PHASE 1: PRELIMINARY STUDY AND ANALYSIS
There are literature reviews and white papers from various sources, which identify the
importance of a proper decision support agent to aid the consumer's decision making
decision making process in theonline shopping environment.
In literature to further prove the feasibility of this project, the author has conducted a
survey by having the University Teknologi Petronas's students and the member of
Lowyat.net forum as the survey sample. Hardcopies ofthe questionnaire had been posted
in the Lowyat.net online forum.
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As the result, the author had received 50 replies on the questionnaire (both online and
offline). The following are the results and analysis of the survey with sample size of 50
people.














Figure 4.2.1Numbers of Online Shopping Customer
Figure 4.2.1 has supported the third problem statement (refer to section 2.1.1), which
identifies the current online shopping condition where there is increasing number of
online browser but not online consumer. According to the responses on the questionnaire,
it was found that 80% of the users have tried to search for product information online
before, but yet they are not loyal customer of online shopping site. The reasons given
including online payment not secured, frustrating result process, insufficient product
information, no purchase price available, security issues and so on. But most of the
reasons are related to information needed by the consumers to enable them to make the
purchase decision.
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Figure 4.2,2 Sufficiency ofOnline Shopping Site to Support Consumer's Buying
Decision
According to figure 4.2.2, 82% pf the surveyed users agree that the current online
shopping websites are not sufficient enough to provide tools are able to support the
consumer's buying decision-making process. They often found the search process tedious
and frustrating, besides that the product information is not clear and incomplete. Thus,
they face difficulties in making their purchase choices.





4.2.3 Percentage ofUsers that support Idea ofHaving aDSS for Online Shopping
System
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Due to that, 96% of the users support the idea ofhaving on online DSS to serve as the
recommendation agents to aid the customers in choosing a product that best suit their
preferences.
As a conclusion, the author determines that this project isfeasible enough to becarried on
as it posses certain market value to theusers needs.
4.3 PHASE 2 : SYSTEM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
4.3.1 Database Design and Construction
The system for the storage and retrieval of information play the role of an
automatic intermediary in the decision process; they work on a formal
automatic intermediary of a set of information items and interpret and
process users' request by estimating the relevant items. The main
components of this system are a collection of information items, a query
language that allows the expression ofselection criteria specifying the users'
need and preferences, and a matching mechanism that estimates the
relevance information to queries.
a) Database and cookies
In order to define the input of users information and the result of
Decision Support System, all the information will be keep on My
SQL and cookies to detectthe registered users.
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b) Data Entry Requirements (Input/Output Design)
Due the time constraint, the author is not able to embed the data
mining technology into the system to capture the consumer's
preferences as well as their online buying pattern. Thus, a set ofdata
entry requirements have been prepared to capture the users
preferences to enable the system to aid them in the decision making
process.
4.3.2 Common Online Shopping Function Design and Construction
As the DSS needs a basic online shopping site to serve as base for it to be
integrated into, the author has taken a few popular online shopping website
that contained some Intelligent Agent as references for the design ofthe web
page layout. As the main focus of this project is on the DSS itself, thus this
online shopping website will only consists of the most basic functions, such
as register new user, upload new product ( for creating dummy data
purpose) and shopping cart function.
a) Screen Design
Screen Design is very important as it serves as the blueprint in
developing the system. The author has planned the layout of the
interface in the initial development stage. The screen design isuseful
to give abrief look and feel ofthe system structure as well itcan set
a boundary for the development work.
Refer toAppendix for the System's Interface.
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b) Navigation
Since the proposed system is aweb-based application, the navigation
from the page to page is important in enabling the user to understand
the whole ofthe system process. Therefore, the author has prepared a
sitemap for the application.
Refer to Appendices for theSystem's Site Map.
4.3.3DSS Design and Construction
In order to identify which user requirements are more crucial in the







SReie\ant Search Result ;
BUser Reviews/Ratings ;
Figure 4.3.3.1 User Requirements for Online Shopping DSS
The result showed thatmost ofthepeople preferred a recommendation agent
tobeincluded in the online shopping application inorder toaid their
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purchase decision making. Thus, the development of the system will focus
more ontheeffectiveness and efficiency oftherecommendation agent.
There are 2 common techniques that are used in the preferences prediction
in the recommendation agent. They are collaborative filtering and
constraints-based filtering. The collaborative filtering technique exploits the
knowledge about the users with similar tastes to those ofthe active user,
based on an analysis ofthe product that was already rated by the active user
on the stored users' profile (user reviews /ratings). In the other hand, the
constraint-based filtering offer customers an access to the products based on
description of the product features; in a such way, the product that possibly
reflect the customer preferences can be identified easily. For the time being,
most of the online shopping site will only choose either one of these
techniques to be implemented in their site. But in this project, die author has
decided to apply both of this techniques concurrently into the system to
furtheraid users in their decision makingprocess.
Based on the user requirement and the discussed techniques, as well as the
DSS methodology that was mentioned in the Section 3.2, the following DSS



















Figure 4.3.3.2 Framework for Online Buyer Decision Support System
Based on the figure 4.3.3.1, one can see the three stages ofbuyers' behavior
across the top of the figure. Miles et al [4] surveyed the buyer behaviors
literature and isolate an insightful three stage model ofbuyer behavior: (.1)
initial identification and subsequent management ofsearch criteria that
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happens as the search proceeds. (2) Search (via browsing, engine or other
method) for a product based on the current criteria set - this is an
information collection and intelligent building stage in which more is
learned about the criteria, the product's attributes and the merchandise of
those products, and (3) comparison of products leading to a choice, or to a
decision to abandon the search.
The lower boxes express the range of DSS design options available to site
development. Thus alternatives styles of products representations and form
of parameters information presentation can be chosen to support the criteria
management stage. Finally, in thecomparison stage developers choose DSS
alternatives in terms of the scope and mode of information the user can
view.
Trouble Management, which is a vital a DSS Design feature given the
frustration consumers are experiencing today on website, is added into the
design framework as well.
How System Recommend The Best Solution To The Buyer?
A shopping recommendation agent can tell the buyer that "Product A is
good, but you might like to try out Product B as well". When this situation
comes into picture, where there are multiple satisfactory alternatives, a
human expert canoften provide a relative ranking of those alternatives.
The recommendation agent will handled this situation by using confidence
associated and truth-value. The system will further use the switch case(if-
else) method to determine theresult based on theirpreferences.
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4.4 PHASE 3: TESTING
There are people had participated in the earlier questionnaire surveys as well did the
system testing.
Due to the project development time constraint, theauthor was only able to provide three
brand sets of dummy data (ipod, sony and zen creative) that are complete enough and
available in current market to undergo the testing activities. Testcases were prepared in a
way that real online purchase situation was created, and the tester was required to
undergo the whole online purchase decision making process. The results of test cases
showed thatthe system is functional properly and had passed the user acceptance testing
as it has fulfilled the user's requirements and needs.
After the testing activities, questionnaire was distributed to the testers to further identify
the user's satisfaction towards the system, as well as to determine whether the system








Figure 4.4.1 Results ofQuestionnaire 3
According to the above result, we can conclude that the system has actually met its
objective, which is to enhance the customer's online shopping experience by provide the




5.1 RELEVANCY TO THE OBJECTIVES
Objective 1: To develop an Agent application on working prototype ofonline
consumer decision.
Status : Objective achieved.
Details : Based on the framework that has been proposed as well as the project
methodology that has been planned in the earlier stage, a working
prototype of the system has been created. Although the system contains
only the most basic function of an online shopping website, which are
the shopping cart function and login login function, but it provides a
complete buyer's decision support system which aims at simplified the
buyer's decision making process as well as to further aid the buyers in
their purchase making.
Objective 2: To enhance the customer'sonline shopping experience by providethe
customera tool to improve the purchasedecisionmakingquality.
Status : Objective achieved.
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Details : As stated in the Section 4.4, where the results of system testing were
discussed, the system has passed the user acceptance testing. The users
have gone through all the test cases and the test case document has been
signed off by the user to approve the functionality as well as to agree
that the system has met the user's requirements. Besides that, the
questionnaire survey result also showed that 90%( refer to figure 4.4.1)
of the users agree the system does improve the overall quality of
DecisionMaking in their online shoppingenvironment.
Objective 3:Todevelop personalized headlines based on theuser gender.
Status : Objective achieved.
Details : Basedon the surveying that has been done from few people, five out ten
different interest choose to put on the headlines for every page. The
headlines will automatically appear once the user open the web page.
The headlines was done using cookies to detect the user interest for their
first time to once they had register for the first time use.
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5.2 FUTURE WORK FOR EXPANSION AND CONTINUATION
In Section 2.1, the author has presented the characteristic of current available DSS
and a user preferred DSS (Refer to Table 2.1.1). In this section, the author is
presenting the next level of DSS for future expansion. This level of DSS is the
evolution of the user preferred DSS.






Customized tuningto prospect and customer mental model.
Knowledge-based prompting
Prime Features:
• Trouble Management system (Human and Computerized
customer relationship management).
• Cross session consumer preferences and personalization
(Life cycle management)
• Reminding/Advertising/Extended supply chain (Client
organization supportofpurchasing function).
• Natural language- "Do what I mean".
Cost & Effects:
• Embellish vendor offerings, add warehouse, and integrate
several vendor's application
Information in Table 5.2.1 shows a shift to support the long-term relationship that the
prospect and consumers have with the site via knowledge based prompting within a
transaction and across transactions.
Talking about knowledge based, the author has suggested automated learning to be
integrated into the system for future expansion. Following the lead of companies such
as Manna, it will important to incorporate automated learning into any personalization
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technology. On the other hand, the structure of the rule sets and the availability of
meaningful reports should provide important handles to the problem faces by the
consumer and the decision making process.
Besides that, the use of natural languages search is going to become a hot discussion
issue in the near future, thus the author also suggested the use of natural language
search inthe online shopping environment. Consumer's behavior theory indicates that
users will spend substantial time searching and comparing products and makers. To
further facilitate this effort, just as with a good human sales representative, the search
should culminate in what the user wants and not be confounded by how they said it.
However, current search technology us almost exclusively keyword matching, which
means the given search will onlymatch on exactly what was typed andnot what was
meant. Solving this dilemma implies use of natural language techniques including
synonym zing, spell-checking and related capabilities to translate the terms from the
language into the lexiconof the product catalogue.
5.3 CONCLUSION
The decision support framework pints out that consumerseek to refine search criteria
as they uncover and compare products. Further, the framework also points out those
online consumers need more than just product search, and when deciding on
purchases they also performcomparative studiesand availability of information.
Supported by the case study analysis, this project amply demonstrates that no
application provides in this country currently support the range of features one needs
to deploy to help manage the customers' decision making process. E-commerce
websites currently must make up for this missing industrial capability by taking
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responsibility for design, programming, integrating and rolling out of the needed
consumers DSS on their own.
Yet few B2B e-commerce website executive currently seem to be aware of these
differences and too often they attempt to use off-the-shelf web searching technology
where it does not apply. Even in B2C shopping sites where they seem to understand
the framework in general terms closer examination of the design points how these
sites still suffer many of the same failure modes as B2B sites.
There is no intent here to suggest that "one sizes fits all" in terms of a solution to
consumer decision support needs. It just attempts to point of the space of the
functionality one must consider when assembling a decision support system that is at
least capable of improve the customers online shopping experience.
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QUESTIONNAIRE 1 - PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION
Survey on the Needs ofDSS in Online Shopping System
I am a final year IS student from TJniversity Teknologi PEHtONAS(UTP), doing
my final year project This questionnaire is to help me to gatherrespondsfrom the
generaluserstowardsthe idea ofan integrated decisionsupportsystem(DSS)in the
current online shopping system to further aid the consumer's online purchase
decision. Please take a few moments tofill inthe questionnaire. Thank you.
Please answer each question bychecking only one box:
1. Do you have access tointernet athome/workplace?
• Yes • No
Ifyes, average how many hours you online perday?
l=3-5hours 2=6-10 hours 3= n-l5hours 4=more man 15
hours
Z ^LT* °nKne Sh°Ppfag ^^ (e"8 <&&•<*«*, amazon.com)frequently?
D Yes D No
mrougionhne shopping website? «*w«»*i
O Yes a No
Ifyes, do you find itheipfirf?
1-veryhelpful 2=hefcful 3= average 4sBnothelpful
5=noosense
4. Do youmink current available online topping sy^em is sufScient enough
to supportyour onlinebuyingdecision?
O Yes D No
S. Do you supportthe idea ofimplementing me decisionsupportfunction into
online shopping system to aid me consumer's decisionmaking process?
D Yes D No
Please be specific andgiveexamples ifpossible:
6. What kind ofproblem do youusually face when youusetheonline shopping
system? (e.gfiustrating searchprocess, inaccurate productinformation, eto.)
7. What are your suggestions to improve the current available online shopping
system?
QUESTIONNAIRE 2 - USER REQUIREMENTS ON DSS
Surveyon the UserRequirements for DSS in OnlineShoppingSystem
This questionnaire is the continual version of the questionnaire one. It aims at
gathering user requirements forthedevelopmentofmeDSS for1he online shopping
system. Please takea few moments to fill inthequestionnaire. Thank you.
I. Ptease checkon the elements mat you wishto be found/improve bythe DSSfor
online shoppingsystem.
Note: You are only allowed to checkmaximum 3 choices.
1. Easy Search








7. User's Reviews/Ratings on Product
QUESTIONNAIRE 3- USER'S SATISFACTION ON FINAL
PRODUCT
Survey on theUser Satisfaction on Final Product
This questionnaire aims at observing the users' satisfection on me final product as
well as to <fctermine whether me final product meetme objectives ofme project
Please take afew moments to fill inthe questionnaire. Thankyou,
Note: This istobefilled up onlybyme participants ofsystem testing.
1. Does the final product improve your decision making process in terms oftime
takentomake apurchase decision compare tothe normalonline shopping website.
D Yes D No
2. Ml me system returnyou a relevant productsearched resulr?
• Yes D No
3. Does the systemrecommended product is the product that you havemyourmind?
a Yes D No
4. Finally, do you find that the final product do improw the overaH online shopping
purchase decisionmaking process?







• INTERACTIVE DECISION MAKER
« MP3 GUIDE
o WhatisMP3
o 5 Tips to buy MP3




• HOW TO USE DSS
Note : The system involves less navigation compare to the real online shopping
website. This is because the main focus of the project is to developa prototypeofthe
buyer's decision support system, which is able to improve the buyer's online
shopping environment
SYSTEM INTERFACE
AppendixFigure 1 : Registration page for new user
Note: The colors that appear on this report for the system interface was not same as the
real system because of the color cartridge that notfunctioning well during printing due to
technical problem.
Appendix Figure 2: System Homepage
Note: The colors that appear on this report for the system interface was not same as the
real system because of the color cartridgethat not functioning well during printing due to
technical problem.
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Appendix Figure3: DSS Part
Note: The colors that appear on this report for the system interfacewas not same as the
real system because of the colorcartridge that not functioning well during printing due to
technical problem.
Ffe Eft Wen Favorites Toots Help
Appendix Figure 4: Page Result ofDSS part
Note: The colors that appear on this report for the system interface was not same as the











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Surveying of Personalized Part on Users


















Movies Shopping Horoscope Music
Interest Type
iSeries1
Result of Male Interest:
Male Interest
Health Games Movies Sports Music
Interest Type
• Series1
